Tumor Site-Dependent Transport Properties Determine Nanotherapeutics Delivery and Its Efficacy
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Abstract
Insufficient delivery of systemically administered anticancer drugs to tumors can compromise therapeutic efficacy and develop drug delivery-based therapeutic resistance. Nanotherapeutics such as PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin (PLD) are designed to preferentially accumulate in tumors utilizing enhanced permeation and retention effect. However, their antitumor effects and resulting clinical outcomes are modest and heterogeneous among tumors. Here, we aimed to investigate whether the amount and efficacy of PLD delivered to tumors are tumor site dependent. We established orthotopic primary tumor or liver metastases models of murine breast cancer using 4 T1 cells. PLD showed significant therapeutic effects against tumors that grew in primary mammary sites but not in the liver. We found that differences in therapeutic efficacy were not because of the intrinsic biological resistance of cancer cells but rather were associated with tumor site-dependent differences in transport properties, such as the amount of PLD delivery, blood vessel function, relative vascular permeability, and mechanical pressure in tumors. Thus, transport properties in tumor is site dependent and can be used as phenotypic surrogate markers for tumor drug delivery and therapeutic efficacy.

Introduction
Heterogeneous responses of tumors located in different sites to systemically administered anticancer therapeutics have long been recognized in the clinic. However, little is known about the exact mechanisms for such site-specific heterogeneity [1,2]. Resistance mechanisms based on the levels of genetic, epigenetic, and transcription factor in cancer cells have been explored [3–5]. As a result of cross-talk between cancer cells and the host microenvironment, the development and function of tumor-associated blood vessels and the extracellular matrix can also be affected by cancer cells, which in turn influence the various transport properties within the tumors [6,7]. The heterogeneity of these transport properties in tumors can hinder drug delivery and affects therapeutic efficacy [6,8–10]. Insufficient drug delivery to tumors below the threshold concentration that can induce cytotoxic effects on cancer cells generates “transport-based therapeutic resistance,” even for agents with proven efficacy against cancer cell lines in vitro [11,12].

Nanotherapeutics, such as pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (PLD), are high-payload delivery vehicles with extensive systemic pharmacokinetic profiles and enhance drug delivery within tumors utilizing the enhanced permeation and retention effect [13]. Nevertheless, the therapeutic efficacy of PLD is heterogeneous and has not shown significantly improved antitumor effects over conventional chemotherapeutics in patients with metastatic breast cancer [14,15]. Such clinical evidence suggests that PLD delivery to metastatic breast tumors is insufficient and variable. Therefore, to improve therapeutic efficacy, it is important to determine transport properties in tumors to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the heterogeneity of tumor responses to PLD.

We have previously shown the tumor type dependent difference in transport properties in subcutaneous tumors, the amount of PLD delivery and the therapeutic efficacy using syngeneic mouse tumor models of breast and lung cancers [16]. In this study, we found tumor site-dependent differences in PLD efficacy in syngeneic mouse
primary tumor and liver metastatic models of breast cancer. We found that the differences can be attributed to transport properties and PLD delivery in each tumor site. Thus, transport properties in tumor are site dependent and can act as phenotypic surrogates of therapeutic responses.

**Material and Methods**

**Cell Culture**

The 4 T1 murine breast cancer cell line was obtained from and characterized by ATCC (Manassas, VA). The cells were cultured in complete minimal essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies, Inc., Grand Island, NY) and a penicillin–streptomycin cocktail (Flow Laboratories, Rockville, MD).

**Mice**

Female BALB/c mice, 5–7 weeks of age, were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA). The mice were maintained in animal facilities at the Houston Methodist Research Institute approved by the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animals.

**Establishment of Primary Tumor and Experimental Liver Metastases**

To establish primary tumor, 1 × 10^5 4 T1 cells in 100 μL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were injected into mouse mammary fat pad (mfp). To establish experimental liver metastases in another set of mice, 4 T1 cells (1 × 10^5/100 μL) were injected into spleen body followed by splenectomy. The cells injected into spleen disseminate to the liver through the portal vein [17,18]. All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Houston Methodist Research Institute.

**Therapy and Necropsy**

Nine days after the inoculation of tumor cells, mice bearing primary tumor or liver metastases were randomized to receive an intravenous (i.v.) injection of PBS (n = 5) or 8 mg/kg PLD (Doxoves™-Liposomal Doxorubicin HCl; FormuMax Scientific Inc., Palo Alto, CA) (n = 5). Then, tumor-bearing mice were sacrificed 6 days after therapy. Primary tumors or livers were excised, frozen, and stored at −80 °C for subsequent analyses. The therapeutic efficacy of PLD against tumor growth was evaluated using the following methods: (1) primary tumor size was measured, and tumor volume (V) was calculated using the formula, V = 1/2(length x width^2), and (2) the size of liver metastases was estimated from two-dimensional tumor measurements (the product of the longest diameter and its longest perpendicular diameter for each tumor) on a captured immunofluorescence image using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD) [19].

**Imaging Perfused Blood Vessels in Tissues by Fluorescently Labeled Tomato Lectin**

An intravascular injection of tomato lectin leads to labeling of functional blood vessels [20]. In another set of tumor-bearing mice (Day15, n = 5/tumor site), DyLight 488-labeled tomato lectin (DL1174) (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA) was injected i.v. (100 μg/100 μL). Five minutes after the injection, incision of the inferior vena cava was made, 10 mL PBS and 10 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde were injected via the left ventricle, and tumors were harvested.

**Immunofluorescence Imaging of Tumor Cell Proliferation, Apoptosis**

Frozen sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. For Ki67 staining to image cell proliferation, the sections were blocked with blocking solution (0.3% Triton X, 5% horse sera, and 1% goat sera in PBS). Anti-Ki67 antibody (ab15580) (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) was applied to the blocking solution followed by the addition of Alexa Fluor® 488 anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). To evaluate cell apoptosis, a TUNEL assay was performed, according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI). All images were acquired using a Nikon A1 microscope (Nikon Inc., Melville, NY).

**PLD Delivery to Primary Tumors and Liver Metastases**

Mice bearing primary tumors or liver metastases were i.v. injected with PLD as described above (n = 5/each site) to evaluate PLD delivery to tumors. Previously, we performed PLD kinetics analysis in 4 T1 tumor and found the t max was 24 hours after the i.v. injection [21]. In the current study, we sacrificed mice 24 hours after the injection and primary tumors or livers were harvested for immunofluorescence imaging. Frozen sections were stained with DAPI and PLD accumulation into the tumor was evaluated using wide-field imaging system [ImageXpress Micro, (Molecular Devices, LLC, San Jose, CA)] by imaging the ruby red fluorescence of doxorubicin (DOX) at the excitation and emission wavelengths of 488 nm and 590 nm, respectively.

**Free DOX Delivery to Liver Metastases**

Mice bearing liver metastases were also i.v. injected with free DOX (8 mg/kg) and sacrificed at 3 min, 3 hour, or 24 hours (n = 5/each) for fluorescence imaging of doxorubicin inside liver metastases and uninvolved liver as described above.

**Primary Tumor Cell Cultures**

Fresh tumor tissues were aseptically harvested from primary tumors or liver metastases. Using autoclaved instruments, the tissues were minced into small pieces and homogenized. Cell suspensions were centrifuged at 300 × g for 3 minutes three times, filtered through a 40-μm cell strainer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), seeded onto 6-well culture plates, and incubated for 1–2 days. Cells were passaged into larger flasks when 70–80% confluence was reached [22]. Primary cell cultures were established within 2 weeks.

**Cell Toxicity and Viability Assay (MTT Assay)**

One thousand cells from the established primary culture were seeded into a 96-well plate and incubated with different concentrations of PLD (0–200 μg/mL) for 3 days. Then, 20 μL of an MTT ([3-(4, 5- dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide] (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)) solution were added to each well, and the absorbance was recorded at an optical density of 560 nm after subtracting the background absorbance at 670 nm [23].

**Statistical Analysis**

Results are expressed as the mean ± SD, and differences between groups were assessed by the Mann–Whitney test using GraphPad Prism software, version 6.05 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Results

Primary Breast Tumors, But Not Liver Metastases, Responded to Systemically Administered PLD

To evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of PLD against tumors growing in different sites, we established primary tumor-bearing mice and experimental liver metastases—bearing mice using 4 T1 cells. Both types of tumor-bearing mice were then randomized for an i.v. injection of either vehicle control (PBS) or PLD (8 mg/kg). All mice were sacrificed 6 days after therapy, and the therapeutic efficacy of PLD against tumor growth was evaluated. Although PLD significantly inhibited primary tumor growth compared to control therapy, liver metastases did not show any significant responses to PLD (Figure 1, A and B). This finding suggests that PLD antitumor efficacy depends on the tumor site.

PLD Reduced Cell Proliferation and Increased Apoptosis in Primary Tumors But Not in Liver Metastases

Next, we determined tumor site-dependent differences in tumor pharmacodynamics in response to PLD. We performed immunohistochemical analyses of tissue sections using proliferation marker Ki67, and apoptosis assays using a TUNEL kit. Tumor cell proliferation was significantly decreased by PLD therapy compared to controls in primary tumors but not in liver metastases (Figure 2, A and C). The number of apoptotic cells was significantly increased in primary tumors but not in liver metastases after PLD treatment compared to control therapy (Figure 2, B and D). These findings suggest that tumor pharmacodynamics are tumor site dependent.

The Amount of PLD Delivered to the Tumor Was Site Dependent

We have previously shown that cancer type-dependent differences in PLD delivery to subcutaneous tumors are associated with therapeutic efficacy and transport properties of tumors. In this study, we hypothesized that the site-dependent differences in the pharmacodynamics of tumors can be attributed to PLD delivery and transport properties in tumors. To test our hypothesis, we evaluated PLD delivery to primary tumors and liver metastases by imaging the intrinsic fluorescence of doxorubicin using a wide-field imaging system and confocal microscopy. In primary tumors, doxorubicin was primarily delivered to the periphery rather than to the inside of the tumors (Figure 3A). In contrast, we found that doxorubicin accumulated primarily outside of the tumors, with little accumulating inside liver metastases (Figure 3B). This finding is consistent with that in our previous study in which i.v.-injected PLD was primarily engulfed by Kupffer cells in the liver [10]. More highly magnified images also confirmed this trend; a significantly lower quantity of doxorubicin accumulated in individual liver metastases compared to primary tumors (Figure 3C, and D). Taken together, the delivery of PLD to 4 T1 tumors significantly differed between tumor sites. We also evaluated kinetics of free DOX in the liver metastases which increased and rapidly diminished within 24 hours. The area under the curve of DOX inside tumor was much less than that in uninvolved liver sinusoids (Supplementary material).

The Number of Perfused Blood Vessels Was More Abundant in Primary Tumors Than in Liver Metastases

To determine the different mechanisms involved in PLD delivery between primary tumors and liver metastases, we evaluated the functions of tumor-associated blood vessels. We imaged perfused blood vessels by the i.v. injection of fluorescently labeled tomato lectin, which binds to surfaces of endothelial cells only in perfused blood vessels. As shown in Figure 4A, i.v.-injected tomato lectin was able to label vessels inside primary tumors. This dense pattern of vascular labeling was present throughout the tumor, especially at the periphery. In contrast, only a few lectin-labeled blood vessels were found inside liver metastases (Figure 4B). Instead, numerous sinusoids in the surrounding liver were densely labeled with lectin. The amount of tomato lectin in primary tumors was significantly higher than in liver metastases. These results suggest that the number of perfused blood vessels in tumors are responsible for differences in PLD delivery.

The Levels of Type IV Collagen and Cell Density Were Higher in Liver Metastases Than in Primary Tumors

To determine the mechanisms responsible for tumor site-dependent differences in the levels of perfused tumor-associated blood vessels, we investigated various transport properties in tumors. First, we performed immunohistochemical staining of tumor tissues using an antibody to CD31 to image both perfused and non-perfused blood vessels. It is surprising to note that more blood vessels developed in liver metastases than in primary tumors (Figure 5, A and B). This result indicates that more tumor-associated blood vessels
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**Figure 1. Tumor site-dependent differences in the therapeutic efficacy of PLD against tumor growth.** Nine days after 4 T1 cells were inoculated into the mfp or spleen, tumor-bearing mice were treated with control PBS or PLD, respectively. Six days after treatment, therapeutic efficacy was evaluated in (a) primary tumors and (b) liver metastases. Y-axis in (a) shows tumor volume (mm$^3$), y-axis in (b) shows two-dimensional (2D) tumor measurements (the product of the longest diameter and longest perpendicular diameter for each tumor). NS: not significant.
develop inside liver metastases, but their extent of perfusion is compromised to a greater extent than that in primary tumors.

Next, we imaged the amount and location of type IV collagen, known to be a major constituent of the basal membrane surrounding blood vessels and the extracellular matrix. Type IV collagen in tumors provides structural support to the tissue matrix, influences interstitial pressure, and plays a critical role in blood vessel functions [24]. We previously reported an inverse correlation between the amount of type IV collagen in the basal membrane, which co-localizes with endothelial cells, and the vascular permeability of blood vessels to PLD [16]. In this study, the total amount of type IV collagen was significantly higher inside liver metastases than in primary tumors. The co-localization of type IV collagen with endothelial cells was also higher in liver metastases. These data indicate that while relative interstitial pressure can be higher, vascular permeability can be lower in liver metastases compared to primary tumors.

It has been reported that cancer cells inside tumors can cause tumor-associated blood vessels to become mechanically compressed and collapsed [25]. We compared site-dependent differences in the tumor’s mechanical microenvironment by imaging cell density. As shown in Figure 5, D and E, liver metastases had a significantly higher density of constituent cells (median cell count 13,476/mm²) compared to that in primary tumors (8236/mm²) and uninvolved liver sinusoid area (2238/mm²), indicating that a significantly reduced amount of extracellular space exists in liver metastases, including space for the vasculature. Taken together, both the higher density of cells and the amount of extracellular matrix protein in liver metastases can compress and collapse blood vessels and increase the level of resistance of blood perfusion more significantly than in primary tumors.

### The Intrinsic Resistance Properties of 4 T1 Cells to Doxorubicin Were Not Responsible for Tumor Site-Dependent Differences in PLD Therapeutic Efficacy

The intrinsic resistance of cancer cells to PLD, independent of factors derived from drug delivery, can be fundamental for determinations of therapeutic efficacy. To determine the differences in the intrinsic drug resistance of cancer cells growing in primary sites versus as liver metastases, we established primary cell cultures from both sites in mice treated with or without PLD. These cell lines were incubated with PLD in vitro, and cell proliferation was evaluated...
using an MTT assay. Interestingly, 4 T1 cells established from liver metastases showed slightly higher sensitivity to PLD compared to cells that originated from primary tumors in PLD therapy-naïve mice (Figure 6A). No significant differences in the PLD sensitivity of cells established from primary tumors and liver metastases of mice treated with PLD were found (Figure 6B).

P-glycoprotein is associated with efflux pumps expressed on the cell membrane; these pumps are responsible for decreased drug

Figure 3. PLD delivery to primary tumors and liver metastases. Fluorescence of DOX delivered to primary tumors and liver metastases was analyzed using a wide-field imaging system (a and b) and confocal microscopy (c). Arrows indicate individual liver metastasis. (d) Quantification of the imaging data. Scale bar, 1 mm in (a and b), 100 μm in (c) respectively. DOX, doxorubicin.

Figure 4. Imaging the perfusion of tumor-associated blood vessels by i.v. injection of fluorescently labeled tomato lectin. (a) Labeling of blood vessels in primary tumors and liver metastases. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (shown in blue) Scale bar, 100 μm. (b) Quantification of the amount of tomato lectin shown in (a) and expressed as % area using ImageJ software.
accumulation in multidrug-resistant cells. An immunohistochemical analysis using a p-glycoprotein antibody showed no significant differences in its expression levels between the two tumor sites.

Together, the intrinsic resistance mechanism of 4 T1 cells derived from primary tumors or liver metastases is unlikely the cause of the differential responses to PLD. Therefore, the sensitivity of a tumor to PLD in vivo can be determined by the amount of PLD delivered to the tumor, which depends on the drug transport properties of the tumor, such as the perfusion and permeability of tumor-associated blood vessels, as well as the mechanical and interstitial pressures.

**Discussion**

Our goal was to understand the roles that tumor site-dependent transport properties and drug delivery play in PLD therapeutic
efficacy. First, we took a pharmacodynamics approach to identify the effects of PLD on tumor cell proliferation and apoptosis. This approach was used to selectively detect tumor cells into which sufficient concentrations of PLD were delivered to induce cytotoxicity [26]. To determine the reason behind the differences in pharmacodynamics, we evaluated PLD delivery to the tumors by imaging immunofluorescence of anthracyclines. We identified significant differences in the levels of doxorubicin delivered to tumors at different sites. These data suggest that current research must take tumor sites into account when developing novel therapeutics and testing therapeutic efficacy in in vivo tumor models.

In our previous study, PLD accumulation was evaluated in the mice-bearing brain metastases of 4 T1 [16]. Interestingly, 4 T1 tumors in the brain were accumulated with PLD and the survival of the tumor-bearing mice was significantly extended by i.v. injection of PLD. We also found consistent unresponsiveness of 4 T1 liver metastases to PLD [10]. In this study, mean liver metastases size increased from 250 μm to 500 μm in 4 days regardless of systemic therapy with PLD or control PBS. Furthermore, we evaluated delivery and therapeutic efficacy of PLD using another tumor type, 3LL, murine lung cancer growing in the brain or subcutaneously. 3LL tumors was not accumulated with PLD regardless of tumor location and PLD therapy failed to extend survival of 3LL tumor-bearing mice. Dumont et al. reported in the preclinical study that while PLD showed significant anti-tumor effect on primary tumor models, it failed to inhibit development of lung metastasis [27]. Lee et al. reported that higher accumulation of 64Cu labeled liposome into various mouse tumor models was associated with significantly greater anti-tumor activity after treatments with different liposomal drugs [28]. In clinical study, Lee et al. reported that higher tumor deposition of 64Cu labeled liposomal doxorubicin was associated with more favorable treatment outcome of patients with metastatic breast cancer [29]. These data suggest that the nanoparticle imaging approach in clinic can be developed to build biomarker strategy for personalizing nanoparticle-based therapeutics.

The delivery of systemically administered nanotherapeutics to tumors can be constrained by various biophysical barriers, among which tumor-associated blood vessels are the first fundamental barrier.

Figure 6. Evaluation of intrinsic drug-resistance properties of 4 T1 cells to doxorubicin. Cell viability after PLD treatment of cell cultures established from primary tumors and liver metastases in PLD therapy-naïve mice (a) and PLD-treated mice (b). (c) Immunofluorescence of p-glycoprotein expression in primary tumors and liver metastases. Scale bar, 100 μm. (d) Quantification of the labeling shown in (c). P-gp: P-glycoprotein, NS: not significant.
Abnormal perfusion of tumor-associated blood vessels can directly impact therapeutic delivery [15,32]. We evaluated the number of perfused tumor-associated blood vessels by the i.v. injection of fluorescently labeled tomato lectin [20]. Interestingly, the number of perfused blood vessels was significantly lower in liver metastases compared to primary tumors. To determine the mechanism responsible for the limited perfusion of blood vessels in liver metastases, we evaluated the number of tumor-associated blood vessels that developed in tumors by the immunofluorescent staining of tumor sections. To our surprise, the number of blood vessels was higher in liver metastases compared to primary tumors, indicating that while more tumor-associated blood vessels exist in liver metastases, these vessels were not perfused to the same extent as those in primary tumors. This result indicates that immunostaining of an endothelial cell marker in tissue sections is not sufficient to evaluate the level of blood perfusion in tumors, because staining data include both perfused and non-perfused blood vessels. Thus, functional analyses of blood vessels are needed to estimate the drug transport properties of tumors. It also suggests that anti-angiogenic drug loaded nanoparticles may not be sufficiently delivered to the liver metastases and therapeutic efficacy could be limited.

Next, we elucidated the factors that determine whether tumor-associated vessels are perfused. The role of a tumor’s mechanical microenvironment during disease progression and mass transport properties is emerging [33]. Elevated interstitial fluid pressure, a hallmark of solid tumors, is a common cause of intratumoral compression [34,35]. In addition, cancer cells inside tumor mass can cause blood vessels within the tumor to mechanically compress and collapse [25]. We compared the site-dependent differences in tumor’s mechanical microenvironment from the aspect of the density of cell compositions. Liver metastases were more densely packed with constituent cells compared to primary tumors, indicating that the extracellular space was more limited than in primary tumors. We also found that the total amount of type IV collagen, one of the most abundant extracellular matrix proteins, that can increase interstitial pressure, was more abundant in liver metastases than in primary tumors. These data indicate that both mechanical and interstitial pressures are higher in liver metastases, can collapse tumor-associated blood vessels, and can reduce levels of blood perfusion in liver metastases more significantly than in primary tumors.

We also estimated the vascular permeability of tumor-associated blood vessels, which is also a major biophysical barrier for drug delivery [36,37]. Drugs that pass through the capillary endothelial cell layer first encounter the basal membrane, in which major constituent is type IV collagen [13,21]. Previously, we described the impact of type IV collagen in the basal membrane, which was evaluated by imaging co-localization of type IV collagen with CD31, on the diffusive PLD transport [16,21]. In the current study, we found that the levels of type IV collagen that co-localized with endothelial cells were higher in liver metastases compared to primary tumors, indicating that blood vessels in liver metastases have reduced permeability. Taken together, the observation that less drug is delivered to liver metastases compared to primary tumors can be attributed to limited blood vessel perfusion, higher mechanical and interstitial pressures, and lower vascular permeability.

We previously reported that free DOX concentrations inside the subcutaneous 4 T1 tumor increased and then rapidly diminished within 24 hours after the i.v. injection which was very similar to that reported by other group [36,38]. In the current study, we also evaluated kinetics of free doxorubicin inside liver metastases as small molecule chemotherapeutics may be less subjective to reduced vascular permeability inside tumors. Nevertheless, kinetics of free DOX in the liver metastases was very similar to that in subcutaneous tumor and the area under the curve of DOX inside tumor was much less than that in uninvolved liver (Supplementary material). These results could be due to the limited vascular perfusion, increased mechanical and interstitial pressures inside liver tumors.

Although we injected the same number of cells into the mfp and spleen, tumor diameters in primary tumors and liver metastases were different, even on the same day after the inoculation of cells. Primary tumors can start growing from clusters of injected cells, whereas liver metastases can begin growing from single to several cells lodge in sinusoids [39,40]. Although it would be optimal to compare the drug transport properties and drug delivery within tumors of a similar size, it would be difficult to establish such tumor models. Because the lifespan of both tumor models was approximately 4 weeks, we assume that the total tumor volume (i.e. tumor stage) was similar between the two models. Instead, we evaluated the relationship between tumor size and PLD accumulation among liver metastases [10]. Imaging analysis revealed that the area fraction of doxorubicin inside tumors was 0–2% when tumor size was <300 μm, while the area fraction was 0–0.5% for larger tumors (diameter 300–1500 μm). This data indicates that larger metastatic tumor could develop transport phenotype with reduced perfusion and diffusion.

While we evaluated transport properties in both tumor sites as key drivers of the differences in PLD delivery and therapeutic resistance, we also evaluated the mechanisms of intrinsic drug resistance of cancer cells in vitro by establishing primary cell cultures from tumor-bearing mice. Interestingly, the sensitivities of these cell cultures from liver metastases and primary tumors to PLD were not obviously different. Unknown factors in this analysis, such as how long the established cultured cells could maintain a cancer cell phenotype in their original tumor microenvironment, could not be fully analyzed. Instead, we tried to evaluate the expression of p-glycoprotein, which is involved in intrinsic drug resistance, in tumor sections. The expression levels of p-glycoprotein in vivo were similar between the tumor sites. These data indicate that site-dependent differences in the responses of tumors to PLD in vivo cannot be explained by differences in the intrinsic drug resistance of cancer cells.

In this study, we used an experimental liver metastasis model that was used to establish a site-specific, rapid, and reproducible development of metastases. Nevertheless, this model only recapitulates later cascade of series of metastatic processes [41,42]. To overcome this disadvantage, the use of a spontaneous metastasis model can be recommended. A spontaneous metastasis model can reproduce all stages of the metastatic cascade and more closely resemble clinical disease [43]. However, variations in the time required to develop metastases, as well as the size and number of tumors, in mice are quite diverse, which can result in the need for a larger number of mice in which to conduct therapeutic studies. Recently, genetically engineered mouse tumor models and patient-derived xenograft models have been developed. However, as in the spontaneous metastasis model, it may take some time to standardize these models regarding the rate of tumor development and optimal time frame for therapy [44].
Conclusions
We identified tumor site-dependent differences in the responses of tumors to PLD in mouse models of murine breast cancer. Although PLD treatment resulted in a significant reduction in tumor growth compared to control therapy when tumors grew in their primary site, this effect was absent in liver metastases. We showed that the differences in therapeutic efficacy were not due to the intrinsic drug resistance mechanisms of cancer cells but rather to tumor site-dependent differences in transport properties and the amount of PLD delivery. Thus, it is critical to understand the actual levels of transport properties and the amount of drug delivered to patient tumors. The development of both rationally designed drug transport systems and therapeutic strategies based on tumor sites is urgently needed to improve therapeutic efficacy and patient survival.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tranon.2019.05.011.
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